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Hey, you. Yeah, you. 
 
If you took a shot of Pravda at R7 and did not            
submit to Pravda? you are the spawn of Satan. 
 
If you did not take a shot of Pravda at R7 and            
did not submit to Pravda? you are the spawn         
of Lesser Satan. 
 
SUBMIT TO PRAVDA?! 
 
 
Better Know a Booth Chair: 
Dylan Vrana 
 

 

I Took a Shot of Pravda 
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Submitted by jpdoyle, the literal worst 



Beginner’s Guide to KGB 
 
KGB is a social group that takes our silliness         
very seriously! We meet on Mondays from       
4:30–5:30 in MM 103 and get food afterward        
at Resnik. Confused? So are we. 
 
A few things to note: 
 
1. Raise your hand to speak 
2. Auctions are in real money dollars 
3. If you have any questions, just ask! 
 
Here is a flowchart of our meeting procedure! 
 

 
Created by kharring, 2011 

 
To find out more, come to exec meetings! 
They are open to everyone and take place 
Tuesdays at 5:00 in UC 306 
Or contact us at exec@cmukgb.org 

Pravda? 
 
I just thought of a really genius idea for         
KGBooth this year. 
 
The Daylight Saving Time. Literally the most       
legit way to “Time Leap.” 

Submitted by maoyuans 
 
 
CMU KGB Wiki 
 
Contribute to our wiki at wiki.cmukgb.org! 
If you need an account, talk to Rin (or         
probably anyone on exec) because it’s broken. 
 
 
Mrquinn’s Corner 
 

 
Submitted by mrquinn 

 
 

Pravda? 
To get your content featured here, 
submit it to pravda@cmukgb.org 
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